Waste Management
Smart solutions for sorting and
collecting organic waste

• BioBag offers sustainable and eco-friendly products
• BioBag products can be composted together with food waste and other organics
• Through composting, BioBag products give back to nature while also reducing the
greenhouse effect
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BioBag Waste Management
Waste, its management, collection and
disposal, account for one of the greatest
environmental priorities around the world.
More than 30% of waste sent to landfills is
organic waste that can be composted and
turned into nutrient rich soil. Thanks to
local municipalities, concerned communities,
and proactive individuals who are sensitive
to this issue, the composting of organic
waste is an increasing initiative worldwide.
BioBags are a proven solution for the organic
waste management industry. BioBags
increase participation rates, collect organic
waste hygienically, and optimize waste
management costs.
For more than two decades, BioBag has
been the expert and prominent supplier
to the waste management industry. Our

products cover a variety of different
uses for waste management initiatives.
Our compostable bags and sacks help
combat the problem of sending organics
to landfills. Using our bags and sacks to
collect and compost organic waste, helps
complete the natural cycle by returning
much needed nutrients back to the
environment.

Food Waste Private & Commercial
BioBag offers easy and hygienic solutions
for households and commercial kitchens.
Our breathable bags, sacks, and food
waste containers, come in a wide variety of
designs and sizes to fit any kitchen needs.

with ventilated sides and lid, allow the
moisture to evaporate and the waste to dry
out. This means that the waste does not
rot, and unpleasant odours are reduced.
BioBags have a very high penetration
barrier against bacteria, viruses, spores,
and mould. The combination of the MaxAir
ventilated caddy lined with a BioBag is the
world’s leading system for presorting of
food waste.
BioBags also ensure better hygienic
conditions for waste collectors and
composting facilities. By using fully
compostable sacks to line waste
containers, you ensure better hygiene
and reduce the need for cleaning the
containers.

BioBag’s specially developed MaxAir caddy
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Theoretically all organic waste can be composted. In Europe, only approximately
25% of the organic waste produced is composted. We still have a long way to go!
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BioBag Waste Management
Food Waste from private households
The best way to collect food waste from private houses is by using highly breathable bags in combination with a ventilated caddy.

BioBag MaxAir ventilated caddy
Day 4
The bag is still dry. No sign of mould.
Day 7
The surface is dry, minimal growth of
mould and very little moisture at the
bottom. No bad smell is detected.

4 days

7 days

None ventilated caddy
Day 4
Mould observed and bad smell is
detected.
Day 7
High level of moisture. The bag is very
wet and the waste is covered with
mould. The waste produces very bad
smells.
4 days

7 days

Food Waste from
commercial kitchens
There are many designs and sizes of waste containers on the
market. Using a container without protecting them with liners
creates a very unhygienic situation. BioBag’s range of liners fit
most of the containers used in Europe. BioBag sizes range from
6 - 240 litres.

BioBag Ventilated Caddy - Bulk
BioBag MaxAir
Article No.:
958100
958102
958103
958104

Description
Units per carton
MaxAir - Ventilated Green Caddy		
Lid for MaxAir
200
Bottom Grate for MaxAir
100
Handle for MaxAir
600

Units per pallet
600

Recommended to use with BioBag 8 Litres. Each component sold separately. Must self
assemble. Retail units available, already assembled.
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BioBag Waste Management
BioBag Compostable Bags - Bulk
BioBag 8 Litres - straight top BioBag 10 Litres Article no.: 187015
straight top
Size: 390 x 410 mm
25 bags per roll/ 24 rolls per carton
126 cartons per pallet/ 3024 rolls
per pallet
BioBag 8 Litres is perfectly fitted to
BioBag MaxAir - ventilated caddy

Article no.: 187020
Size: 430 x 450 mm
25 bags per roll/ 20 rolls per carton
126 cartons per pallet/ 2520 rolls
per pallet

BioBag 30 Litres straight top/star bottom

Article no.: 187607
Size: 510 x 600 mm
25 bags per roll/ 44 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 2464 rolls
per pallet

BioBag 20 Litres Tie Top (T-shirt)

Article no.: 187025
Size: 410 x 540 mm
25 bags per roll/ 16 rolls per carton
126 cartons per pallet/ 2016 rolls
per pallet

BioBag Compostable Liners - Bulk

Liners for protecting containers and keeping them clean

BioBag 35 Litres Superline

BioBag 50 Litres Superline

BioBag 120/140 Litres
Superline

BioBag 240 Litres
Superline

Article no.: 187622
Size: 600 x 740 mm
40 bags per roll/ 14 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 784 rolls per
pallet.

Article no.: 187628
Size: 870 x 1320 mm
16 bags per roll/ 12 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 672 rolls per
pallet.

BioBag Compostable Sacks - Bulk

Article no.: 187624
Size: 600 x 940
32 bags per roll/ 14 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 784 rolls per
pallet.

BioBag 80 Litres Superline

Article no.: 187626
Size: 820 x 1050 mm
20 bags per roll/ 12 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 672 rolls per
pallet.

Article no.: 187630
Size: 1130 x 1390 mm
12 bags per roll/ 12 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 672 rolls per
pallet.

BioBag Sacks are intended to carry weight

BioBag 60 Litres Superline
w/wave top and star bottom

Article no.: 187959
Size: 550 x 1020 mm
20 bags per roll / 12 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 672 rolls per pallet

BioBag 125-150 Litres Superline
w/straight top and star bottom

Article no.: 187937
Size: 750 x 1150 mm
10 bags per roll / 16 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet / 896 rolls per pallet

BioBag 80 Litres Superline
w/wave top and star bottom

Article no.: 187437
Size: 700 x 910
20 bags per roll / 20 rolls per carton
56 cartons per pallet/ 1120 rolls per pallet

Certifications

Certified Compostable according to the
European Standard EN 13432 and the US
Standard ASTM D6400.
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